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Notes
These Supplementary Materials consist of a series of Appendices with more detailed proofs of
the results described in the main text. Note that we have left references in to enable peer review
but wherever possible, these also appear in the main text to provide the cited authors appropriate
recognition.

Appendix A: The Conservation of Hartley-Shannon Information:
From Statistical Mechanics to the Canonical CoHSI Distribution
Statistical mechanics is a methodology for predicting component distributions of general systems
made from discrete pieces or components subject to restrictions known as constraints. Such
systems include gases (made from molecules), proteins (made from amino acids), software
(made from programming language tokens) and even boxes containing beads. Conventionally,
constraints are applied by fixing the total number of pieces and/or the total energy [1].

Statistical Mechanics: Classical use in physics
To illustrate the method, we describe a classical problem of determining the most likely
distribution of particles amongst energy levels.

To see this, the following variational methodology is borrowed from the world of statistical
physics, ( [2] (p.217-); and for an excellent introduction, see [1]). In the kinetic theory of gases,
a standard application is to find the most common arrangement of molecules amongst energy
levels in a gas subject to various constraints such as a fixed total number of molecules and fixed
total energy. For this, imagine that there are M energy levels, where the number of particles with
energy level εi is ti, i= 1, ..,M .

For this system, the total number of ways W of organising the particles amongst the M energy
levels is given by:-

W =
T !

t1!t2!..tM !
, (0.1)

where

T =

M∑
i=1

ti (0.2)

The total amount of energy in this system is just the sum of all the particle energies and is
given by

E =

M∑
i=1

tiεi (0.3)

In a physical system, E corresponds to the total internal energy and the variational method to
follow constrains this value to be fixed; i.e. solutions are sought in which energy is conserved.

Using the method of Lagrangian multipliers and Stirling’s approximation as described in
[1], will give the most likely distribution satisfying equation (0.1) subject to the constraints in
equations (0.2) and (0.3). This is equivalent to maximising the following variational derived by
taking the natural log of (0.1). Just as in maximum likelihood theory, taking the log dramatically
simplifies the proceedings, in this case the factorials, and allows the use of Stirling’s theorem for
large numbers. Also, since it is monotonic, a maximum in log W is coincident with a maximum
in W. This leads to
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logW = T log T −
M∑
i=1

ti log(ti) + λ{T −
M∑
i=1

ti}+ β{U −
M∑
i=1

tiεi} (0.4)

where λ and β are the multipliers [1]. In essence, the variational process envisages varying
only the contents ti of each of the components until a maximum of logW is found. The maximum
is indicated by taking δ(logW ) = 0, (analogous to finding maxima in differential calculus). Noting
that

• the variational operator δ acts on pure constants such as T log T , λT and βU to produce
zero just as when differentiating a constant,
• the product rule of differentiation gives δ(ti log(ti)) = δti log(ti) + tiδ(log(ti) = δti(1 +

log(ti)),
• εi is independent of the variation by assumption,
• T and the ti are� 1 (to satisfy Stirling’s theorem, although it is surprisingly accurate even

for relatively small values).

This leads to

0 =−
M∑
i=1

δti{log(ti) + α+ βεi} (0.5)

where α= 1 + λ. (Further elaboration of this standard technique can be found in Glazer and
Wark [1].)

Finally, (0.5) must be true for all variations to the occupancies δti and therefore implies

log(ti) =−α− βεi (0.6)

for all i.
Using equation (0.2) to replace α, this can be manipulated into the most likely, i.e. the

equilibrium distribution, of particles amongst the M components.

ti =
Te−βεi∑M
i=1 e

−βεi
(0.7)

Defining pi = ti
T means that pi can be interpreted as a probability density function since it is

non-negative everywhere and its sum everywhere is equal to 1. Then (0.7) yields

pi =
e−βεi∑M
i=1 e

−βεi
(0.8)

This is a result with a profound interpretation in physics. It states

If we consider all possible systems which share the same number of particles T and
the same total energy U (i.e. energy is conserved), then given any one example of such
a system, it is overwhelmingly likely to obey (0.8). In other words by considering all
possible systems with these parameters and constraining them to have the same T
and U, probability distribution (0.8) is overwhelmingly likely, provided the ti are
large enough for Stirling’s approximation to hold.

In this case, the distribution is exponential and exactly as is found in nature - exponentially fewer
particles occupy higher energy levels. All the above has been known for decades and is extremely
successful at explaining classical systems such as gases and even quantum mechanical systems;
the methodology of statistical mechanics however is exceedingly versatile, so let us consider a
simple model just consisting of boxes of coloured beads.
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Conservation of Hartley-Shannon Information

Identical boxes of beads

Let us put some flesh on the meaning of “overwhelmingly likely” as used earlier in this paper.
Consider now a system of M boxes of identical beads, where the ith box contains ti beads and M
is reasonably large. If we have T beads in total numbered by sequence, where T =

∑M
i=1 ti, so that

they are distinguishable by their order, the number of possible ways of arranging them in each of
the M boxes is given by

Ω =
T !∏M

i=1(ti!)
(0.9)

Suppose there are M = 10 boxes and T = 100 beads and we simply assign them one by one to
a randomly chosen box. We would be very surprised if the first box contained all the beads with
the others empty, and the number of ways this can happen according to (0.9) is 100!/(100!× 0!×
0!..0!) = 1. If each box contains 10 beads however as shown in Fig. 1, this situation can happen in
100!/(10!× 10!× ..10!) ways, which is approximately 10100, a gigantic number.

Figure 1: Boxes containing exactly the same number of exactly the same bead.

In other words, we are overwhelmingly more likely to see equal box populations than 1 single
filled box. In fact statistical mechanics allows us to prove that, in this case, equal population is by
far the most likely distribution of contents simply by finding the maximum of (0.9) subject to a
fixed number of T beads in the form

logΩ = T log T − T −
M∑
i=1

{ti log(ti)− ti}

+ α{T −
M∑
i=1

ti} (0.10)

where the constraint on fixing T is controlled by the Lagrangian parameter α. Finding
the maximum of (0.10) using the standard δ() method [1], gives the solution ti ∼ constant,
corresponding to equal box populations. Frank also demonstrates this in his maximum entropy
formulation [3], p. 9.

Heterogeneous boxes of beads

We now describe an extension which is directly relevant to systems such as the known proteome
or computer programs. Consider Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The heterogeneous case where each box contains mixed types and different numbers
of beads. This is relevant to proteins, computer program functions and the length distribution of
words in texts.

Here the boxes contain differently coloured beads. We envisage this as the ith box containing
ti beads selected randomly from a unique alphabet of ai colours, ordered by sequence. For the
proteome, the “colours” correspond to different amino acids and for software functions they
correspond to different programming language tokens.

Following the justification given in the main text, we utilise the great flexibility of statistical
mechanics by generalizing the payload to be Hartley-Shannon (H-S) information content instead
of energy [4].

The H-S information content of the ith box Ii, (Appendix p. 24) is simply the log of the number
of ways of arranging the beads in that box, so that it is guaranteed to contain at least one of each of the
ai colours. H-S information is completely agnostic about what the colours actually mean, indeed
Hartley specifically advised against attaching any meaning to a token [5]. For maximum generality, this
is precisely the behaviour we seek. The only thing that matters is that beads change colour, so
the actual colour is irrelevant and the total H-S information is just the sum of the information
for each box. Presented with such a system, we can ask what is the most likely distribution of
contents for systems for which both the total number of beads and the total H-S information are
conserved ? We must also recall that proteins and software are both constructed sequentially so
we are considering systems where beads are distinguishable by the order in which they appear,
but the actual order is irrelevant.

The relevant variational form we must solve is therefore

logΩ = T log T − T −
M∑
i=1

{ti log(ti)− ti}

+ α{T −
M∑
i=1

ti}+ β{I −
M∑
i=1

Ii} (0.11)

The only term which is different in this formulation from the classical solution derived above
(0.4), is the last term on the right hand side of (0.11). In the variational methodology, each term
has the δ() operation applied in order to vary the ti and derive the distribution in (0.5), so we are
interested specifically in

δ
(
β{I −

M∑
i=1

Ii}
)
=−β

M∑
i=1

δ(Ii) =−β
M∑
i=1

dIi
dti

δti, (0.12)

since I is being held constant.
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Now consider what happens when boxes are very large compared with their unique alphabet,
i.e. ti� ai. In this case, [4], the information content is

Ii = log(ai × ai × ...× ai) = log(atii ) = ti log ai (0.13)

In other words, we select ti times from a choice of ai colours secure in the knowledge that
since ti� ai, it is very unlikely that any of the ai colours would be missed out and we therefore
meet the requirement of having exactly ai unique colours.

In this case, (0.12) becomes

− β
M∑
i=1

dIi
dti

δti =−β
M∑
i=1

d(ti log ai)

dti
δti =−β

M∑
i=1

(log ai)δti (0.14)

(0.14) fits perfectly into the variational methodology leading to (0.11), modifying (0.6) to give

log(ti) =−α− β log ai (0.15)

The analogue of (0.8) is therefore

pi ≡
ti
T

=
a−βi∑M
i=1 a

−β
i

(0.16)

To summarize, maximising (0.9) subject to a fixed total number of beads T AND a fixed total
H-S information I =

∑M
i=1 Ii is directly analogous to maximising (0.4) with log ai replacing εi.

Like its classical equivalent (0.8), (0.16) is also fundamental. It states

In any discrete system satisfying the model described here, the tail (i.e. ti� ai) of
the distribution of unique alphabets is overwhelmingly likely to obey a power-law.

Note that by analogy with (0.4), we can interpret ti log ai as each bead carrying a payload of
log ai, so that even though H-S information is token agnostic, the beads in a particular box still
carry a box-dependent payload which is a function of the unique alphabet of colours in that box,
ai. This is exactly analogous to tiεi being interpreted as each particle carrying an energy εi in
classical statistical mechanics. In other words, each box behaves as if it had a fixed information
level log ai determined by its unique alphabet. In a protein for example, this has the intriguing
implication that even though H-S information is token-agnostic, a particular amino acid in one
protein may carry a different information payload than when present in another protein, simply
because its neighbours are different.

The asymptotic dual distribution

As pointed out by [6], (0.16) has a dual solution. With some algebra, it can be shown that

qi ≡
ai
A

=
t
−1/β
i∑M

i=1 t
−1/β
i

, (0.17)

where

A=

M∑
i=1

ai (0.18)

Note here thatA emerges naturally as the sum of the unique alphabets of each component. It is
not the size of the unique alphabet across all components. This is simply another manifestation of
the token-agnosticism of Hartley-Shannon information - system-wide uniqueness of the alphabet
simply does not emerge as a requirement. The only requirements for a pdf are that it be positive
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definite and normalisable so this in no way detracts from the fact that (0.17) is also a power-law.
In other words,

In any discrete system satisfying the model described here, for example the
proteome or software functions, the tail (i.e. ti� ai) of the length distribution is
overwhelmingly likely to obey a power-law.

Note also the natural appearance of the reciprocal slope 1/β. This value is not found in the
datasets here but this difference is discussed and we think resolved in the discussion of alphabets
in music later.

The chocolate box analogy and additive partitions: the CoHSI distribution

For smaller boxes containing fewer beads, the above value of Ii (0.13) is not correct. If ti is closer
in size to ai, (it cannot be smaller since the length must be at least equal to the unique alphabet),
there is an increasingly high probability that we might miss out one of the colours in the unique
alphabet as we select our ti beads, breaking the fundamental assumption that each box contains
a unique alphabet of exactly ai. We must therefore make different provisions as the boxes get
smaller.

Figure 3: A box of 22 chocolates chosen from 12 different types as shown on the left.

The situation is akin to boxes of mixed chocolates, Fig. 3. Such boxes are constructed from
a fixed set of chocolates advertised on the lid, and every box must contain at least one of each.
Larger boxes simply contain more than one of some kinds. In how many ways can such boxes be
created ?

Note that it is simple to find an algorithm to guarantee that the unique alphabet is exactly
ai. All that is necessary is to fill any ai places with one chocolate of each type and then fill the
remaining ti − ai at random from the available types. The number of ways of doing this is

(
(ai!).(

tiCai)).(a
(ti−ai)
i

)
, (0.19)

where nCr = n!/((n− r)!r!) is the combination operator. This however, is not the same as
counting all the possible ways of filling the box such that it contains exactly ai unique chocolates.

We are trying to find the number of different ways of filling the ith box with ti chocolates
chosen from a set of exactly ai unique chocolates such that the box contains at least one of each,
and we must do this if possible in a way which fits into the statistical mechanical framework so
we can use its methodology.
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To explore this, suppose we have a box of ti = 5 chocolates such that it contains exactly ai = 2

different chocolates of types A and B. The total number of ways this can be done N(ti, ai), is
given by

N(5, 2) =
5!

1!4!
+

5!

4!1!
+

5!

3!2!
+

5!

2!3!
(0.20)

Note

• The first term on the right hand side of (0.20) is the total number of ways of selecting 5
chocolates by using 1 chocolate of type A and 4 chocolates of type B. This is equal to 5
(ABBBB, BABBB, BBABB, BBBAB, BBBBA).
• The second term corresponds to 4 chocolates of type A and 1 of B and is also equal to 5

(BAAAA, ABAAA, AABAA, AAABA, AAAAB).
• The third term corresponds to taking 3 of type A and 2 of type B. This is equal to

10, (AAABB, AABAB, AABBA, ABAAB, ABABA, ABBAA, BBAAA, BABAA, BAABA,
BAAAB).
• The fourth term corresponds to taking 2 of type A and 3 of type B. This is also equal to 10,

(BBBAA, BBABA, BBAAB, BABBA, BABAB, BAABB, AABBB, ABABB, ABBAB, ABBBA).

There are no other ways of arranging the box such that there are exactly 2 kinds of chocolate
and exactly 5 chocolates altogether. There are therefore 5 + 5 + 10 + 10 = 30 different such boxes in
total. Note that (0.19) gives (2!).(5C2)).(2

(5−2)) = 160 boxes. This over-counting is because a box
such as ABBAB could be generated several times by that algorithm, for example, by filling the
first two places with AB and then the rest at random or by filling the first and third places with
AB and the rest at random.).

The denominators of (0.20) correspond to elements of the additive compositions1 of size 2 of the
number 5. These are

5 = 1 + 4; 5 = 4 + 1; 5 = 3 + 2; 5 = 2 + 3 (0.21)

There are other additive compositions such as 2 + 2 + 1, but this corresponds to three different
kinds of chocolate so must be excluded.

The fact that the compositions are additive presents a real complication when merging with
the methodology of statistical mechanics because it breaks the steps leading from (0.12)-(0.16)
by introducing the log of a definition which includes additive terms. Prior to discovery of the
recursive method which follows, the solution was simply trapped between a lower and upper
bound. The lower bound consisted of just one of the terms leading to the recursive definition
and the upper bound was the pure power-law (0.16). The recursive method is however far more
compelling.

First we slightly modify the definition in (0.20) by letting N(ti, ai; a
′
i) be the number of ways

of producing a chocolate box with ti chocolates containing exactly a′i unique types chosen from a
total unique number of types of ai. In this notation, for example,N(5, 2; 1) = 2 andN(5, 2; 2) = 30.
The distinction between ai and a′i is to make way for the use of recursion.

It can be verified that the following recursion then generates the desired total number of ways
N(ti, ai; ai) of generating a chocolate box of ti chocolates from a unique set of chocolates ai.

for ti = 1, .., ti(MAX) do
for ai = 1, .., ti do

N(ti, 1; 1) = 1;

for i= 1, .., (ai − 1) do
N(ti, ai; i)← aiCiN(ti, i; i)

end for
N(ti, ai; ai)← atii −

∑ai−1
i=1 N(ti, ai; i)

end for
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partition_(number_theory), accessed 02-Jun-2017.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partition_(number_theory)
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end for
The corresponding Hartley-Shannon information content for a box containing ti chocolates

chosen from a unique alphabet of ai chocolates is therefore given by

Ii = log
(
N(ti, ai; ai)

)
(0.22)

In contrast, the equivalent form for the pure power-law (0.13) is

Ii = log
(
atii
)
= ti log ai (0.23)

As we have seen, applying the δ() operator to (0.23) as shown in (0.14) then leads to the pure
power-law equation

log ti =−α− β(log ai), (0.24)

whereas applying the δ() operator to (0.11) using (0.12) and (0.22), leads to the canonical
equation

log ti =−α− β(
d

dti
logN(ti, ai; ai)), (0.25)

We note in passing that this uses the simplest form of Stirling’s approximation to log(ti!)≈
ti log ti − ti. We also experimented with using Ramanujan’s form [7] in which case we get

log ti +
1 + 8ti + 24t2i

6(ti + 4t2i + 8t3i )
=−α− β( d

dti
logN(ti, ai; ai)), (0.26)

This however, has only a small effect on the resulting pdf so we will continue to discuss the
solution in terms of (0.25).

We can now see the problem posed by (0.25). The presence of the recursive definition of
N(ti, ai; ai) prevents the clean separation of factors by the log operation. This we must solve
computationally allowing for the difficulties caused by the large factorial values which arise even
for modest values of (ti, ai).

Here, the unique alphabet ai is playing a dual role as the frequency in a pdf by analogy with
(0.16) using (0.17) and (0.25) implicitly defines the length distribution at all scales of heterogeneous
discrete systems. We will refer to it as the canonical CoHSI distribution for heterogeneous systems.

Note finally that following the argument that led up to (0.13), for ti� ai, we are guaranteed
that

logN(ti, ai; ai)→ ti log ai, (0.27)

so the full solution does indeed correctly asymptotes to the pure power-law. This will be
confirmed during the computation with both forms being displayed together.

(0.25) defines the canonical implicit pdf with solutions (ti, ai) which a) conserves
H-S information and b) asymptotes to the pure power-law pdf (0.24) for ti� ai as
required for any heterogeneous system at all scales.

Computational aspects of the CoHSI distribution

Before we proceed with this, there is a technical limitation to overcome since (0.25) is implicit. As
we pointed out in the main text, there is a precedent for this in the definition of Tsallis entropy
[8,9], although in our case, the implicit nature of the pdf arises naturally from CoHSI. (In Tsallis
entropy, the entropy term is adjusted using an additional parameter and this adjustment can lead
to an implicit pdf.)
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We must therefore generalise the argument from integer values of (ti, ai), to the real line. This
will not affect our computation of factorials in the recursive evaluation of N(ti, ai; ai) however,
which are done at integer values of ti, ai, with interpolation for non-integer values.

We solved (0.25) using the following procedure.

(i) Compute a discrete grid of values of N(ti, ai; ai) for those integer values of ti, ai where
there is no overflow due to the large factorials. In a normal perl program, we were able
to do this for the grid ai = 1, 2, .., 30, ti = 1, 2, .., 300.

(ii) Compute the derivative of this grid d/dti(N(ti, ai; ai)) using a second-order difference
approximation.

(iii) Solve (0.25) interpolating d/dti(N(ti, ai; ai)) as necessary whilst computing the pure
power law solution (0.24) concurrently as a check.

The full CoHSI pdf - the solution of (0.25), and the pure power-law solution - the solution of
(0.24), using the same parameters of α= 4, β = 0.8, are shown together at two different scales as
Figs. 4a and 4b. Both curves are normalised such that the area under the full CoHSI pdf integrates
to 1 as required. The shaded zone corresponds to the region where the full solution departs from
the pure power-law solution. Note that the numerical approximation for the differential and the
simple linear interpolation used means that the first few points for the full CoHSI solution are not
reliably calculated and are not shown. The behaviour is clear from the remaining points however
and both Figs. 4a and 4b are within the range in which the grid of ti, ai values could be computed
demonstrating the rapid convergence of the CoHSI solution (0.25) to the pure power-law solution
(0.24) from about ti = 20 onwards. For ti > 300, the power-law solution (0.24) is used. Full details
and software are included in the deliverability package accompanying this paper.
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Figure 4: The length distributions using the same modelling parameters α= 4, β = 0.8 for (A) the
full CoHSI solution (0.25), the pure (asymptotic) power-law (0.24) and the boundary condition
ti = ai for components smaller than 100 tokens and (B), the same data for components up to 2,000
tokens long. Note that no real solutions can exist to the left of ti = ai.

We make the following observations about Figs. 4a and 4b with respect to (0.25) and (0.24).

• The qualitative behaviour of the full CoHSI solution around the unimodal peak remains
sharp but is more rounded than the pure power-law solution and is qualitatively similar
to the software data close up of the main text and repeated here as Fig. 5. The sharpness of
the peak is related to values of α, β as we shall see shortly but we also note the boundary
condition naturally emerging in this theory that ti ≥ ai, i.e., no component can be shorter
than its unique alphabet.
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• The full CoHSI solution naturally asymptotes to the pure power-law behaviour as
required obviating the need to juxtapose dual regions, one matched by a lognormal
distribution and the other by a power-law has been used in the past, [10,11]. In our theory,
this transition emerges completely naturally as the implicit solution of (0.25).

We can compare the behaviour around the peak with a close-up of the dataset of Fig. 1b of
the main text, as shown as Fig. 5. Even on observed data, the transition from power-law to near
linearity is abrupt, taking place over perhaps 10 tokens, and is qualitatively very similar to the
full CoHSI solution.
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Figure 5: A close-up around the peak of the measured dataset shown as Fig. 1b of the main text.

We close this discussion by investigating solutions of (0.25) for different values of the
undetermined Lagrange parameters α, β, normalised such that the areas under each curve are
1 as required for a pdf so that they can be compared.
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Figure 6: Solutions of the full CoHSI equation (0.25) (A) for various values of α for fixed β and
(B), for various values of β for fixed α. The graphs have α= 4, β = 0.8 in common.

We make the following observations about Figs. 6a and 6b.
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• For fixed β, as α (the normalisation parameter) decreases, the position of the peak
moves slowly towards lower values of ti, whilst the amplitude of the peak increases and
becomes more sharply defined. The power-law nature for larger ti does not change much.
• For fixed α, as β (the power-law parameter) decreases, the position of the peak moves

slowly towards higher values of ti, whilst the amplitude of the peak increases. The
sharpness of the peak does not change much. As β decreases, the power-law approaches
zero for larger ti more quickly.

To summarise, these results strongly support the thesis of this paper that the Conservation of
Hartley-Shannon Information (CoHSI) acts as a constraint on how the length and alphabet size
distributions of systems of a given size T and total Hartley-Shannon information I , can evolve at
all scales giving an excellent qualitative match with the observed distribution Fig. 5, and which
does not require juxtaposing existing pdfs of known properties.

Approximate properties of the heterogeneous CoHSI distribution

From the theory which led up to Figs. 4a, 4b, we can approximate the distribution satisfactorily by
glueing together a right-angled triangle up to the modal value amax at t= tmax, say and a power-
law afterward because the solution corresponding to (0.22) transitions from power-law to almost
linear behaviour so quickly. In other words, we can define the approximate canonical distribution
c(t) as follows

c(t) =

 (
2(γ−1)

(t2max(γ+1))
)t 0≤ t≤ tmax

(
2(γ−1)

(tmax(γ+1))
)( t
tmax

)−γ tmax < t<∞

We require γ > 1 for this to be positive definite. This has been normalised so as to integrate to
unity over it’s support [0,∞]. This approximation will allow us to make useful inferences. First
we will calculate the mean location and spread of this distribution.

The mean location is given by

〈c〉= 2(γ − 1)

(t2max(γ + 1))

[ ∫ tmax

s=0
s2ds+ tmax(

1

tmax
)−γ

∫∞
s=tmax

s−γ+1ds

]
,

which is

〈c〉= 2(γ − 1)

(t2max(γ + 1))

[[s3
3

]tmax

s=0
+ tmax(

1

tmax
)−γ

[ s−γ+2

−γ + 2

]∞
s=tmax

]
,

and, provided γ > 2, gives

〈c〉= 2(γ − 1)

(t2max(γ + 1))

[[ t3max
3

]
+ ((tmax)

γ+1[− t−γ+2
max

−γ + 2

]]
,

and finally

〈c〉= 2(γ − 1)tmax
(γ + 1)

[
1

3
+

1

γ − 2

]
=

2(γ − 1)tmax
3(γ − 2)

; γ > 2 (0.28)

There is little point in computing higher moments because they place even greater constraints
on the value of γ (they diverge unless the support for the distribution is a finite interval), and will
not apply to our examples for which 2≤ γ ≤ 4.5, (recall that if the pdf has slope −γ, the ccdf will
have slope −β + 1 and we are measuring from the ccdf following [12]).

Applying the above estimate for 〈c〉 to the full Trembl distribution, Fig. 1a of the main text, for
which γ = 4.14 suggests that 〈c〉/tmax ≈ 1, where as analysis of the data itself in R gives a ratio
of around 1.5 which is reasonable given the nature of the approximation. The actual values from
Trembl are given in Table 1.
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Table 1: Different measures of average length of proteins in amino acids in the full Trembl 17-03
distribution, Fig. 1a of the main text

Mean Median Mode

Trembl 335 268 219

Homogeneous boxes of beads: CoHSI and Zipf’s law

There are some kinds of discrete system for which the heterogeneous model does not apply.
Consider the case of homogeneous components. Here, each bead carries a payload such that each
box contains only beads with the same payload, unique to that box. We represent this by assembling
beads of the same colour in the appropriate box, Fig. 7.

Figure 7: The homogeneous case. In each box, all the beads are the same but different boxes
contain different types and numbers of beads. This is relevant to the distribution of atomic
elements and to the rank ordering of frequency occurrence of words in texts.

We could of course simply set ai = 1 in the heterogeneous case above. However, this
immediately causes problems because the asymptotic Hartley-Shannon information content of
any box in this case would be ti log 1 = 0 and is simply degenerate. However, because Hartley-
Shannon information is simply the log of the number of ways of arranging the beads of a box,
in the absence of an alphabet of choices in each box we can still find a suitable non-degenerate
definition as follows.

Suppose we have a unique alphabet of beads a′i, i= 1, ..,M for the system as a whole. This is
in contrast to the heterogeneous case where the unique alphabet ai was relevant only to the ith

box. Suppose from this system-wide alphabet, we seek to fill the M boxes each with ti of the a′i
beads such that each box contains only one type. The total population of the M boxes is as before
T =

∑M
i=1 ti. We will renumber them without loss of generality so that t1 ≤ t2 ≤ ..≤ tM .

We proceed as follows. Select any box and then fill it by selecting tM beads of the same colour.
Since we are selecting from M different beads, the probability that we will achieve this selecting
at random is (1/M)tM . For the second box, we then have an alphabet available of M − 1, so the
probability of filling this box with only one colour of the remaining colours is (1/(M − 1))tM−1

and so on.
The total number of ways Nh this can be done is then given by this probability multiplied by

the total number of ways in which T beads can be selected, which is T !.

Nh = T !

[( 1

M

)tM × ( 1

M − 1

)tM−1 × ..×
(1
1

)t1]= T !

M∏
i=1

(1
i

)ti (0.29)
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Rewriting (0.29) then, the information content of this system is

logNh = log T ! +

M∑
i=1

ti log
(1
i

)
= log T !−

M∑
i=1

ti log i (0.30)

The development (0.12)-(0.16) then follows but with log i replacing log ai. The end result is the
equivalent of (0.16) and amounts to

ti ∼ i−η, (0.31)

where η is some constant.

(0.31) states that if we organise these homogeneous boxes in rank order of contents,
(i.e. fullest first), then it is overwhelmingly likely that they will be distributed as a
power-law in that rank. This is a famous law known as Zipf’s law [13]. Zipf’s law is
empirical although others have produced statistical derivations [14,15]. The above
derivation therefore serves as an alternative theoretical justification which places it
nicely amongst those distributions which can be explained by the approach taken
in this paper.
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Appendix B: CoHSI and Implications for Average Component
Length and Long Components

Average component length
It has been observed experimentally on several occasions [6,16,17] that proteins appear to
preserve their average length across aggregations within relatively tight bounds. The sharply
unimodal peak of Figs. 1a-b of the main text as predicted by the theoretical development in this
paper suggests that we should not be surprised at this. Indeed at all scales and ensembles the
estimates of average protein length will be highly conserved within collections as a result, even
though the position of the peak may move a little as shown in Figs 6a, 6b.

In some aggregations, the degree to which the average length is preserved is quite remarkable,
for example in Bacteria (Fig. 8a), whilst in Eukarya, there is evidence of some fine structure [6]
which invites further analysis Fig. 8b.
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Figure 8: A plot of the total concatenated length of proteins against the total number of proteins
for each species in (A) Bacteria and (B) Eukaryota. Each data point corresponds to a species. The
gradient of the linearity evident in both plots effectively defines the average protein length for
that collection, from [6].

We also note that preservation of the average component length has also been reported for
software [4].

Measuring average protein length

The skewed nature of the distribution of Figs. 1a-b suggests that the use of the mean as a measure
of average length alone may be misleading and should be accompanied by other more robust
measures such as the median and mode. Table 2 demonstrates this by calculating them for the
three domains of Archaea, Bacteria, Eukaryota, along with Viruses, as shown in Figs. 4a-d of the
main text. As expected, the more robust measure of median is less affected by the skew and the
medians are therefore considerably less spread out than the means. This is particularly true of
viruses which although they have an anomalously large mean in comparison, their median is
much closer aligned with those of Archaea and Bacteria. The modes are subject to considerable
noise.

Table 2 shows that the mean is around 1− 3 times the modal value.
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Table 2: Different Measures of average length of proteins in the domains of life and viruses

Domain Mean Median Mode

Archaea 287 246 130

Bacteria 312 272 156

Eukaryota 435 350 379

Viruses 451 289 252

Long components
One of the most important features of power-laws compared with any kind of exponential
distribution such as the normal distribution is that “events that are effectively ’impossible’
(negligible probability under an exponential distribution) become practically commonplace
under a power-law distribution.” [18]. The emphatic power-law in both the protein lengths and in
software function lengths inevitably leads to large ratios when comparing the longest components
with the average. For example, proteins of around 36, 000 amino acids have been found and this
is 100× the average.

In terms of the theory developed here, there is no need for any biological reason for
very long proteins - they exist simply because of the naturally emerging power-law
resulting from consideration of Information-conserving ergodic systems.

We note that precisely the same thing has been observed in software [19].

Appendix C: CoHSI and Token Alphabets
The definition of alphabets, i.e., unique sets of tokens from which choices can be made, poses
interesting questions. First of all, we must point out that there is generally no obvious definitive
unique alphabet for any system. Alphabets are partly subjective and partly objective because at
their heart, they are about how humans categorise systems. Take a simple example of a normally
sighted person and a colour blind person both counting the number of differently coloured beads
in a collection. Barring counting errors, they will both find the same number of beads in total,
however, they will not necessarily agree on the number of beads of each colour. In particular, red-green
confusion is likely2.

How does this affect the theory we describe here ? It might be thought that by linearly
increasing the size of the alphabet, the distribution of the two alphabets are themselves linearly
related, i.e. alphabet1i = constant× alphabet2i However, this turns out to be not the case and
to understand what is happening, we must return to the duality of the asymptotic behaviour of
length and alphabet distributions described in the main text, which we repeat here,

pi ≡
ti
T

=
a−βi
Q(β)

(0.32)

and its algebraic dual given by

qi ≡
ai
A

=
t
−1/β
i∑M

i=1 t
−1/β
i

(0.33)

Since our normally-sighted person and our colour-blind person will count the same numbers
but with different alphabets, we can say that for the normally sighted person,
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_blindness

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_blindness
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pi ≡
ti
T

=
(a′i)
−β′

Q(β′)
(0.34)

and for our colour blind person

pi ≡
ti
T

=
(a′′i )

−β′′

Q(β′′)
(0.35)

where a′i, a
′′
i are the two unique alphabets they use and β′, β′′ their slopes. Since the lengths

are unchanged, we can see straight away from (0.34) and (0.35), that the two unique alphabets
will themselves be power-law related asymptotically

(a′i)
−β′ ∼ (a′′i )

−β′′ ⇒ a′i ∼ (a′′i )
−β′′′ , (0.36)

where β′′′ =−β′′/β′. This leads us to predict a general rule

In any consistent categorisation of the same system with different unique alphabets,
the distributions of the unique alphabets will also be related by a power-law.

Consider an example from the world of music.

Music alphabets
Music is also a system of discrete components in the sense described here in this paper. In
recent years, discrete formats representing the notes and structure of a musical composition have
appeared, for example MusicXML as referenced in the main text.

If we consider the 88 notes of a full-scale piano as defining the possible notes in the equal-
tempered scale used in the vast majority of published music, then we have a candidate unique
alphabet a′i of 88 (no-duration alphabet). However, we can subdivide this alphabet quite naturally
and consistently into notes and duration. The standard durations are divided into fractions of a
whole note as breve (2), semi-breve (1), minim (1/2), crotchet (1/4), quaver (1/8), semiquaver
(1/16) and demisemiquaver (1/32). There are others defined off either end of this list but they
are obviously rare as there were no occurrences in the body of music studied here. This gives
seven flavours of each note and expands the unique alphabet considerably to 88× 7 = 616 items,
(duration alphabet).

Figs. 9a shows the distribution of the two alphabets no-duration and duration, measured on the
same body of music. As expected from (0.34) and (0.35) they both exhibit power-law behaviour.

For the no-duration alphabet R reports that the associated p-value matching the
power-law tail linearity in the ccdf of Fig. 9a is < (2.2)× e−16 over the range
40.0− 100.0, with an adjusted R-squared value of 0.8482. The slope is −4.20± 0.26.
For the better-populated duration alphabet R reports that the associated p-value
matching the power-law tail linearity in the ccdf of Fig. 9a is < (2.2)× e−16 over
the range 40.0− 1000.0, with an adjusted R-squared value of 0.9459. The slope is
−1.50± 0.03.

Moreover in Fig. 9b which compares the two alphabets directly on a log− log scale,
the predicted power-law relationship of (0.36) is clearly visible. R reports that the
associated p-value matching the power-law tail linearity in the ccdf of Fig. 9b is <
(2.2)× e−16 over the range 10.0− 500.0, with an adjusted R-squared value of 0.9754.
The slope is 1.60± 0.01, also consistent with (0.36).
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Figure 9: (A) The log− log ccdf of the duration and no-duration alphabets measured on the same
body of music used in this study and, (B) a comparison of the two alphabets as log− log showing
their clear linear power-law relationship.

Considering that the music dataset is by far the smallest heterogeneous system analysed in this
paper, these are still satisfyingly positive results. We believe that this throws some light (but does
not necessarily explain) why the predicted reciprocal relationship between the power-law slope
of the unique alphabet distribution and that of the length distribution [6] is not adhered to closely
in our data. There are a potentially infinite number of alphabets related themselves by power-laws, but
only one length distribution. The future greater availability of MusicXML data will help clarify this.

Protein alphabets
For proteins, with growing sophistication we are able to recognise not just the 22 amino acids
transcribed directly from DNA but also the increasingly large number of known post-translational
modifications (PTM) which dramatically extend and continue to extend the size of the unique
amino acid alphabet that allows us to categorise proteins. Will this process of discovery stop ? We
argue that it cannot as it is intimately linked to the total number of proteins known, and while
this continues to grow apace, so will the known number of PTM amino acids.

We can gain insight into the growth of the unique protein alphabet by studying collections,
such as the SwissProt database, over different revisions [20–22] as it incorporates PTM
information from the Selene project [23].

Fig. 10 shows the frequencies of the unique amino acid alphabet recorded in the proteins
of SwissProt release 13-11 and SwissProt release 15-07 as ccdfs in log− log form. Although the
maximum unique alphabet for amino acids is 22 for those decoded directly from DNA, we
should note that finding a protein with all 22 would be unlikely as both the 21st and 22nd amino
acids, selenocysteine and pyrrolysine, are rare in proteins. Pyrrolysine is found in methanogenic
archaea and bacteria and is encoded by a re-purposed stop codon (UAG), requiring the action
of additional gene products to accomplish its incorporation [24]. Thus it is not easy to annotate
pyrrolysine from the gene sequence alone, and direct chemical analysis of proteins would be more
informative.

Selenocysteine is found in all domains of life, but the selenoproteome is small [25] and an
additional concern is misannotation in the databases, because a stop codon (UGA) is re-purposed
from “halt translation” to “incorporate seleocysteine” by additional sequences downstream of the
gene as well as other trans-acting factors [26].

As a result, any unique amino acid count beyond 21 must contain post-translationally modified
amino acids and we note the following:
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Figure 10: The classic linear signature of a power-law distributions of unique amino acid alphabets
for SwissProt 13-11 and the more up to date SwissProt 15-07 on a log− log ccdf.

• Almost the whole of the tail of Fig. 10 consists of proteins in which there must be post-
translationally modified amino acids, effectively doubling the unique alphabet derived
directly from DNA.
• The increase in numbers between 20 and 26 unique amino acids can be seen by the slightly

displaced points upwards in the SwissProt 15-07 dataset compared with the SwissProt
13-11 dataset.
• The remainder of the tail significantly straightens with the more comprehensively

annotated SwissProt 15-07 presumably due to reduction in noise with increasing
numbers.

The linearity in each tail strongly supports power-law behaviour even though the
range is less than 1 decade because the slope is so steep arising from the current
paucity of the unique alphabet. For SwissProt 13-11 of Fig. 10, R lm() reports
that the associated p-value matching the power-law tail linearity is 8.124× e−13

over the range 19− 35, with an adjusted R-squared value of 0.9698. The slope is
−15.91± 0.56. For SwissProt 15-07 of Fig. 10, R lm() reports that the associated p-
value matching the power-law tail linearity is < 2.2× e−16 over the range 19− 33,
with an adjusted R-squared value of 0.9968. The slope is −18.56± 0.19.

We note in passing that although the distribution of unique amino acids has a small power-law
tail, the distribution is anything but uniform as we can see in SwissProt 13-11 by considering Fig.
11a which plots the logarithmic frequency of proteins against their unique amino acid alphabet.
Whatever this distribution is, it is certainly not uniform, although we know the tail from 19− 35

amino acids is an accurate power-law from the analysis of the data shown in Fig. 10.
In contrast, Fig. 11b plots the occurrence rate of each unique amino acid including post-

translational modification across the entire SwissProt 13-11 distribution, of which there are more
than 800 recorded by the Selene project. In other words it shows in how many proteins each
amino acid appears, organised in rank order. This matches the homogeneous model discussed in
Appendix A p. 13, and a power-law in the tail is evident as expected.

We note in passing a possible intriguing relationship between the overhang in Fig. 11b from
around 10 to 30 on the x-axis and the contemporary question of PTM undercounting [27],
although we will not pursue this further here.
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Figure 11: (A) The frequency of proteins plotted against the unique amino acid count for SwissProt
13-11 on a log−linear plot and, (B) the frequency at which each amino acid occurs including PTM
amino acids plotted in rank order on a log− log ccdf (B).

R lm() reports that the associated p-value matching the power-law tail linearity in
the ccdf of Fig. 11b is < (2.2)× e−16 over the range 22.0− 800.0, with an adjusted
R-squared value of 0.9778. The slope is −2.63± 0.31. This too is an emphatic result.
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Appendix D: Power-laws, Statistical Rigour and Rules of Thumb
Power-laws are ubiquitous in nature and are generated by a number of mechanisms, [12]. In
essence, power-law behaviour can be represented by the pdf (probability density function) p(s)
of entities of size s appearing in some process, given by a relationship like

p(s) =
k

sb
(0.37)

where k, b(> 1) are constants. On a log p− log s scale the pdf is a straight line with negative
slope −b. It can easily be verified that the equivalent cdf (cumulative density function) c′(s)
derived by integrating (0.37) also obeys a power-law ∼ s−b+1, (for b 6= 1). The classic linear
signature of a power-law tail c(s) in a ccdf (complementary cumulative distribution function)
is usually shown as in Fig. 12 which displays c(s) = 1− c′(s).

ilog c

log a
i

Figure 12: The classic linear signature of a power-law in the tail of a log− log ccdf.

For noisy data, the ccdf form is used most often because of its fundamental property of
reducing noise present in the pdf, as noted by [12]. This effect is because the ccdf is obtained
by integration. This reduces noise inherent in the pdf preserving any power-law behaviour while
allowing any linearity to be measured more accurately. The benefit of this can be clearly seen in
data extracted from software systems as shown in Figs. 13a (the pdf) and 13b (the corresponding
ccdf). The effect is even more pronounced in the considerably more noisy protein data, (due to
experimental error).

Whilst on the subject of significance, a rule of thumb often used to determine the existence of
a power-law is that it should appear over two or more decades in the x-axis of the ccdf. This is
useful only as a rule of thumb when the slope is not too steep. Since the scale of the y-axis on the
log− log ccdf is effectively the scale of the x-axis times the slope of the power-law, then a steep
slope would require a large scale of y-axis frequency measurements to provide the rule of thumb
of 2-3 decades in the x-axis. For example, a slope of around 3 would require y-axis frequency
measurement over some 6-9 decades to give the rule of thumb of 2-3 decades in the x-axis, which
is reasonable. On the other hand, if the slope is 10, y-axis frequency measurement over some
unreasonably large 20-30 decades would be required to give the rule of thumb of 2-3 decades in
the x-axis.

This is an important point for the protein studies considered here wherein we are investigating
the predicted power-law in unique alphabet. Here, the x-axis is the unique alphabet of amino
acids. The size of this alphabet is small at the current state of knowledge, leading to a steep
power-law slope. In such situations, we fall back on normal procedures of statistical inference
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Figure 13: The pdf (A) and the ccdf (B) of the length distributions of the same large population of
software.

to replace subjective belief with objective perception and therefore all that is required is that there
is statistically significant linearity in the tail of the distribution of the log− log ccdf for the number
of measurement points used. A rule of thumb guides but does not replace normal statistical
inference whereby a result is either significant at some level or it is not for a given model and
data.

This effect can be seen in Fig. 14, a log− log ccdf of the occurrence rate in the size of the unique
alphabet in SwissProt version 13-11 [20], which is merged with the Selene post-translational
modification data [23,28]. These represent amongst the best annotated protein data including
the rapidly growing field of post-translational modification (PTM), a process whereby nature
alters some of the amino acids by covalent processes such as glycosylation, phosphorylation,
methylation, acylation, etc., thereby extending the unique alphabet beyond the 22 amino acids
directly coded from DNA [29–33].
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Figure 14: The highly linear tail of the occurrence frequency of unique alphabet sizes in the
SwissProt 13-11 protein distribution merged with the Selene 2013 post-translational modification
annotation, extending the range of the natural unique alphabet of 22 amino acids directly coded
from DNA to just over 30 in this dataset.
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As can be seen, the tail of SwissProt 13-11 in Fig. 14, covers only a range up to just over 30 even
though there are thousands of PTM known or predicted by existing research. As a result there
are only nine data points for unique alphabets of size greater than 20, although each point is an
aggregate of a large number of observations.

An R lm() analysis on this tail reports that the associated p-value matching the
power-law tail linearity in the ccdf of Fig. 9a is 6.576× e−12 over the range 21.0−
30.0, with an adjusted R-squared value of 0.9951. The slope is −22.9± 0.2.

This is a statistically emphatic result for the existence of a power-law, even though the size of the
slope is steep because the x-axis is restricted. It would be perfectly possible of course that another
distribution other than power-law might fit the data better, but we are not simply data-fitting
here. Instead, we are testing a theory which predicts a power-law in the tail of the distribution
to see if the observations are consistent with that prediction. If we are able to prove that they are
not, then the theory is deficient. So far, we have found no evidence to reject our theory. Note that
later versions of SwissProt with Selene annotations increase the PTM alphabet, Appendix C p. 18,
thereby decreasing this slope.

Power-law behaviour has been studied in a wide variety of environments starting with the
pioneering work of [13] (linguistics) and followed by [34] (economic systems) and the excellent
reviews by [35] and [12]. In software systems significant activity, much of it recent, [36], [11], [37],
[38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [19] and [43] has addressed power-law behaviour in various contexts.

To give some idea of the scope of these, Mitzenmacher [11] considers the distributions of file
sizes in general filing systems and observed that such file sizes were typically distributed with a
lognormal body and a Pareto (i.e. power-law) tail. Gorshenev and Pis’mak [39] studied the version
control records of a number of open source systems with particular reference to the number of
lines added and deleted at each revision cycle. Louridas et. al. [19] show evidence that power
laws appear in software at the class and function level and that distributions with long, fat tails
in software are much more pervasive than previously established.
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Figure 15: A binary tree. Each level proceeding down can either go left or right. There are four
levels leading down to one of 24 = 16 possibilities. Only four choices are needed to reach any of
the possibilities. We note that log2(16) = 4. Here the number 7 has been singled out by the four
choices left, right, left, right as the tree is descended.

Appendix E: Hartley-Shannon Information, parsimony and token-
agnosticism
Information theory has its roots in the work of Hartley [5] who showed that a message of N signs
(i.e. tokens) chosen from an alphabet or code book of S signs has SN possibilities and that the
quantity of information is most reasonably defined as the logarithm of the number of possibilities or
choices logSN =N logS. To gain insight into the reason why the logarithm makes sense, consider
Fig. 15. The number of choices necessary to reach any of the 16 possible targets is the number of
levels which is log2(number of possibilities). The base of the logarithm is not important here.

Information theory was developed substantially by the pioneering work of Shannon [44], [45]
and many researchers since but for the greatest generality, we have remained with Hartley’s
original clear vision and most importantly its token-agnosticism. We re-iterate that is important
not to conflate information content with functionality or meaning and Cherry [46] specifically
cautions against this noting that the concept of information based on alphabets as extended by
Shannon and Wiener amongst others, relates only to the symbols themselves and not their meaning.
Indeed, Hartley in his original work, defined information as the successive selection of signs,
rejecting all meaning as a mere subjective factor. In the sense used here therefore, Conservation
of H-S Information will be synonymous with Conservation of Choice, not meaning. In spite of its
simplicity, this turns out to be enough to predict the important system properties detailed in this
paper. In other words, those properties depend only on the alphabet and not on what combining
tokens of the alphabet might mean in any human sense.

We believe CoHSI therefore represents the most parsimonious theory capable of explaining all
the observed features of the numerous disparate datasets analysed in this paper.
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